J. D. Simons Community Volunteer
Award
The distinction of being the founder of Colfax goes to a man named John D. Simons.
As a businessman and philanthropist, he was one of the most influential characters in
the early history of this locality and many a poor man could point to him as the man who
“helped him out” in time of dire distress.
Beginning with Mr. Simons, there have been many business owners and residents that
have carried on the values of volunteering, supporting and promoting the village of
Colfax. In this spirit of volunteerism the Colfax Commercial Club is seeking to recognize
an “unsung hero” in our community.
Do you have a relative, a friend or a co-worker who is having an impact in our local
community? IF so, we would like to hear about them and a little about you and why you
feel they are an “unsung hero”.
The nomination process is simple. Fill in the name; address and telephone number of
both your nominee and yourself as the nominator. Write a brief, passionate, compelling
story about your friend. Tell something that distinguishes them as an individual. Then
highlight how the nominee’s actions benefit the lives of others and the local community.
That’s it!

Nominator Information
Name:
______________________________________________________________________
__
Email address:
__________________________________________________________________
Mailing address:
________________________________________________________________
Phone number:
_________________________________________________________________

Nominee Information
Name:
______________________________________________________________________
__
Email address:
__________________________________________________________________
Mailing address:
________________________________________________________________

Phone number:
_________________________________________________________________

Outstanding Personal Acts
Please describe this individual’s service work.

Please share any biographical content or other information on the individual
you think is pertinent.

What sets this individual apart?

Finish this sentence.
This is the best recipient of this award because…

Please provide some key statistics about this individual’s impact
(# of lives impacted, dollars raised, # of volunteer hours worked, # of volunteers
mobilized, etc.).

What, is your connection to this individual

Please share any and all individual or organizational social media account
information pertaining to the nominee or the organization they support:
Twitter:
Facebook:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
YouTube:
Date: _____________________ Signature:
_______________________________________

